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TOMS RIVER REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
Unit Overview
Content Area: Social Studies
Unit Title: Nationalism in Europe: Unification of Italy and Germany (1800-1870)
Target Course/Grade Level: 12
Unit Summary: Nationalism is a belief that involves an individual identifying with, or becoming attached
to, one’s nation. Unit will discuss how nationalist sentiment led to the unification movements in both Italy
and Germany.

Primary interdisciplinary connections: Different selections in English which apply to subject matter.
21st century themes: Current political movements throughout the world.

Learning Targets
Standards
CONTENT STANDARDS LINK: http://www.state.nj.us/education/aps/cccs/ss/
CPI #

Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)

6.2.12.A.3.a Explain how and why various ideals (e.g., liberty, popular sovereignty, natural
rights, democracy, nationalism) became driving forces for reforms and revolutions,
their influence on Latin American independence movements, and evaluate their
impact on government, society, and economic opportunities.
6.2.12.A.3.b Relate the responses of various governments to pressure for self-government or
self-determination to subsequent reform or revolution.
6.2.12.A.3.c Analyze the relationship between industrialization and the rise of democratic and
social reforms, including the expansion of parliamentary government.
6.2.12.A.3.d Compare and contrast the struggles for women’s suffrage and workers’ rights in
Europe and North America, and evaluate the degree to which each movement
achieved its goals.
6.2.12.A.3.e Analyze the motives for and methods by which European nations, Japan, and the
United States expanded their imperialistic practices in Africa and Asia during this
era, and evaluate the impact of these actions on their relations.
6.2.12.B.3.a

Assess the impact of imperialism by comparing and contrasting the political
boundaries of the world in 1815 and 1914.

6.2.12.B.3.b Relate the role of geography to the spread of independence movements in Latin
America.
6.2.12.C.3.a Analyze interrelationships among the “agricultural revolution,” population growth,
industrialization, specialization of labor, and patterns of land-holding.
6.2.12.C.3.b Analyze interrelationships among the Industrial Revolution, nationalism,
competition for global markets, imperialism, and natural resources.
Compare the characteristics of capitalism, communism, and socialism to determine
6.2.12.C.3.c
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6.2.12.C.3.d

6.2.12.C.3.e

6.2.12.D.3.a
6.2.12.D.3.b
6.2.12.D.3.c

6.2.12.D.3.d
6.2.12.D.3.e

why each system emerged in different world regions.
Determine how, and the extent to which, scientific and technological changes,
transportation, and new forms of energy brought about massive social, economic,
and cultural changes.
Compare the impact of imperialism on economic development in Africa, Asia, and
Latin America regarding barriers or opportunities for future development and
political independence.
Explain how individuals and groups promoted revolutionary actions and brought
about change during this time period.
Explain how industrialization and urbanization affected class structure, family life,
the daily lives of men, women, and children, and the environment.
Compare and contrast China’s and Japan’s views of and responses to imperialism,
and determine the effects of imperialism on the development and prosperity of
each country in the 20th century.
Analyze the extent to which racism was both a cause and consequence of
imperialism, and evaluate the impact of imperialism from multiple perspectives.
Analyze the impact of the policies of different European colonizers on indigenous
societies, and explain the responses of these societies to imperialistic rule.

Unit Essential Questions
Unit Enduring Understandings
Students will understand…
 What caused unification movements to occur?
 How democratic movements form.
 How did these movements grow, and spread?
 The responsibilities leaders of a nation have.
 Who funded them and what other individuals
stepped in to lead them?
 How to use a “realpolitik” approach in governing.
 What reforms or changes occurred because of
 How intense nationalism can have advantages and
them?
disadvantages for a country and its citizens.
 How did political boundaries change in these
countries?
Unit Learning Targets (Objectives)
Students will know ...
 How to construct and analyze maps to increase understanding of political boundaries in Europe.
 The different types of political ideology involved in unifying Germany and Italy.
 How Europe’s boundaries and unification movements were a direct result of Napoleon’s defeat and the
decisions made at the Congress of Vienna.
 How to identify the main goals of King Victor Emmanuelle and Otto Von Bismarck in unifying their
nations.
 Map the old and new territories that were dissolved, unified, and created.
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Evidence of Learning
Formative Assessments
 Map Exercises
 Presentations
 Tests: essay, multiple choice, short answer,
map.






Creative Writing
Written and/or oral discussions
Research papers
Current event reports

Summative Assessments
 End of unit chapter tests.
 End of term/semester tests.
 Mid-unit quizzes
Evaluations may contain: multiple choice, true/false, short answer, essay, and visual identification.

Modifications (ELLs, Special Education, Gifted and Talented)
 Follow all IEP modifications/504 plans
Curriculum development Resources/Instructional Materials/Equipment Needed /Teacher Resources:

Textbook:
 Varies by school district
Internet based materials:
 Data bases
 Web lessons
 United Streaming
 Power Points
 Other educational domain materials
Video/DVD:
 Biography: Giuseppe Garibaldi
 Otto Von Bismarck Iron and Blood Speech
Teacher Notes:
These are guidelines for the teacher to use. There are many variations that can be used to customize the
lesson to each style of teaching.
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TOMS RIVER REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
Unit Overview
Content Area: Social Studies
Unit Title: The New Imperialism: Empire Building and the Scramble for Africa (1871-1900)

Target Course/Grade Level: 12
Unit Summary: Imperialism is the military, political and economic domination by a stronger country
towards a weaker country for purposes of exploitation. Unit will discuss the grab for power by competing
nations and how this led to the start of the First World War.
Primary interdisciplinary connections: Different selections in English which apply to subject matter.
21st century themes: Examine the global economy and how countries involve themselves in foreign
events based upon their own national interests.

Learning Targets
Standards
CONTENT STANDARDS LINK: http://www.state.nj.us/education/aps/cccs/ss/
CPI #

Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)

6.2.12.A.3.a Explain how and why various ideals (democracy and nationalism) became driving
forces for reforms and revolutions, their influence on Latin American
independence movements, and evaluate their impact on government, society, and
economic opportunities.
6.2.12.A.3.b Relate the responses of various governments to pressure for self-government or
self-determination to subsequent reform or revolution.
6.2.12.A.3.c Analyze the relationship between industrialization and the rise of democratic and
social reforms, including the expansion of parliamentary government.
6.2.12.A.3.d Compare and contrast the struggles for women’s suffrage and workers’ rights in
Europe and North America, and evaluate the degree to which each movement
achieved its goals.
6.2.12.A.3.e Analyze the motives for and methods by which European nations, Japan, and the
United States expanded their imperialistic practices in Africa and Asia during this
era, and evaluate the impact of these actions on their relations.
6.2.12.B.3.a

Assess the impact of imperialism by comparing and contrasting the political
boundaries of the world in 1815 and 1914.

6.2.12.B.3.b Relate the role of geography to the spread of independence movements in Latin
America.
6.2.12.C.3.a Analyze interrelationships among the “agricultural revolution,” population growth,
industrialization, specialization of labor, and patterns of land-holding.
Analyze interrelationships among the Industrial Revolution, nationalism,
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6.2.12.C.3.b competition for global markets, imperialism, and natural resources.
Compare the characteristics of capitalism, communism, and socialism to determine
6.2.12.C.3.c why each system emerged in different world regions.
Determine how, and the extent to which, scientific and technological changes,
6.2.12.C.3.d transportation, and new forms of energy brought about massive social, economic,
and cultural changes.
Compare the impact of imperialism on economic development in Africa, Asia, and
Latin America regarding barriers or opportunities for future development and
6.2.12.C.3.e political independence.
Explain how individuals and groups promoted revolutionary actions and brought
6.2.12.D.3.a about change during this time period.
Explain how industrialization and urbanization affected class structure, family life,
6.2.12.D.3.b the daily lives of men, women, and children, and the environment.
6.2.12.D.3.c Compare and contrast China’s and Japan’s views of and responses to imperialism,
and determine the effects of imperialism on the development and prosperity of
each country in the 20th century.
6.2.12.D.3.d Analyze the extent to which racism was both a cause and consequence of
imperialism, and evaluate the impact of imperialism from multiple perspectives.
6.2.12.D.3.e Analyze the impact of the policies of different European colonizers on indigenous
societies, and explain the responses of these societies to imperialistic rule.
Unit Essential Questions
 What is imperialism?
 What are the advantages and disadvantages of
imperialism?
 How did the Berlin Conference open Africa up
to exploitation by other nations?
 How did the British expand their empire?
 What nations explored Africa?
 How did natural resources encourage nations to
compete for territory?

Unit Enduring Understandings
Students will understand…
 How natural resources motivated nations to
compete for territory.
 How imperialism benefits the host nation at the
expense of the other country.
 How different peoples reacted to western
influence, politically and culturally.
 How 19th Century Europeans perceived Africans
and the African continent.
 How 19th Century Europeans perceived Asians and
Asia.

Unit Learning Targets (Objectives)
Students will know ...
 How to construct and analyze maps to increase understanding of the British Empire.
 How an imperialistic agenda can result in modernization and exploitation.
 How European nations carved up Africa during the “Scramble for Africa.”
 How explorer David Livingstone gained popularity in Britain for his exploits in Africa.
 How the British Empire dictated trade and politics in Africa and Asia.
 How industrialization led nations to look elsewhere for raw materials.
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Evidence of Learning
Formative Assessments
 Map Exercises
 Presentations
 Tests: essay, multiple choice, short answer,
map.






Creative Writing
Written and/or oral discussions
Research papers
Current event reports

Summative Assessments
 End of unit chapter tests.
 End of term/semester tests.
 Mid-unit quizzes
Evaluations may contain: multiple choice, true/false, short answer, essay, and visual identification.

Modifications (ELLs, Special Education, Gifted and Talented)
 Follow all IEP modifications/504 plans
Curriculum development Resources/Instructional Materials/Equipment Needed /Teacher Resources:

Textbook:
 Varies by school district
Internet based materials:
 Data bases, such as www.ellisisland.org
 Web Lessons
 United Streaming
 Power Points
 Other educational domain materials
Video/DVD:
 BBC Biography David Livingstone
 Biography: Matthew Perry
 History Channel: Opium War
Teacher Notes:
These are guidelines for the teacher to use. There are many variations that can be used to customize the
lesson to each style of teaching.
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TOMS RIVER REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
Unit Overview
Content Area: Social Studies
Unit Title: World War I (1901-1919)

Target Course/Grade Level: 12
Unit Summary: Imperialism and nationalism had helped fuel tension throughout Europe. Unit will
discuss how the assassination of Franz Ferdinand forced nations to choose sides in what would become
The Great War or World War One.

Primary interdisciplinary connections: Different selections in English which apply to subject matter.
21st century themes: Examine the global economy and how countries involve themselves in foreign
events based upon their own national interests.

Learning Targets
Standards
CONTENT STANDARDS LINK: http://www.state.nj.us/education/aps/cccs/ss/
CPI #

Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)

6.2.12.A.4.a Explain the differences between socialism, communism, and fascism and explain
the reasons for their spread in Europe and Asia.
6.2.12.A.4.b Compare the rise of nationalism in China, Turkey, and India.
6.2.12.A.4.c Analyze the motivations, causes, and consequences of the genocides of Armenians,
Roma (gypsies), and Jews, as well as the mass exterminations of Ukrainians and
Chinese.
6.2.12.A.4.d Assess government responses to incidents of ethnic cleansing and genocide.
6.2.12.B.4.a

Determine the geographic impact of World War I by comparing and contrasting the
political boundaries of the world in 1914 and 1939.

6.2.12.B.4.b Determine how geography impacted military strategies and major turning points
during World War II.
6.2.12.B.4.c

Explain how the disintegration of the Ottoman empire and the mandate system led
to the creation of new nations in the Middle East.
6.2.12.B.4.d Explain the intended and unintended consequences of new national boundaries
established by the treaties that ended World War II.
6.2.12.C.4.a Analyze government responses to the Great Depression and their consequences,
including the growth of fascist, socialist, and communist movements and the
effects on capitalist economic theory and practice.
Compare and contrast World Wars I and II in terms of technological innovations
6.2.12.C.4.b (i.e., industrial production, scientific research, war tactics) and social impact (i.e.,
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6.2.12.C.4.c
6.2.12.C.4.d

6.2.12.D.4.a
6.2.12.D.4.b
6.2.12.D.4.c
6.2.12.D.4.d
6.2.12.D.4.e
6.2.12.D.4.f
6.2.12.D.4.g
6.2.12.D.4.h

6.2.12.D.4.i
6.2.12.D.4.j
6.2.12.D.4.k

national mobilization, loss of life, and destruction of property).
Assess the short- and long-term demographic, social, economic, and environmental
consequences of the violence and destruction of the two World Wars.
Analyze the ways in which new forms of communication, transportation, and
weaponry affected relationships between governments and their citizens and
bolstered the power of new authoritarian regimes during this period.
Analyze the extent to which nationalism, industrialization, territory disputes,
imperialism, militarism, and alliances led to World War I.
Analyze the Treaty of Versailles and the League of Nations from the perspectives
of different nations.
Assess the causes of revolution in the 20th century (i.e., in Russia, China, India,
and Cuba), and determine the impact on global politics.
Analyze the extent to which the legacy of World War I, the global depression,
ethnic and ideological conflicts, imperialism, and traditional political or economic
rivalries caused World War II.
Compare how Allied countries responded to the expansionist actions of Germany
and Italy
Explain the role of colonial peoples in the war efforts of the Allies and the
Central/Axis Powers in both World Wars.
Analyze the role of racial bias, nationalism, and propaganda in mobilizing civilian
populations in support of “total war”.
Assess the extent to which world war, depression, nationalist ideology,
communism, and liberal democratic ideals contributed to the emergence of
movements for national self-rule or sovereignty in Africa and Asia.
Compare and contrast the actions of individuals as perpetrators, bystanders, and
rescuers during events of persecution or genocide, and describe the long-term
consequences of genocide for all involved.
Analyze how the social, economic, and political roles of women were transformed
during this time period.
Assess the cultural impact of World War I, the Great Depression, and World War
II by analyzing the values and social ideas in the arts.

Unit Essential Questions
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Unit Enduring Understandings

 Examine how the Treaty of Versailles resulted in
the events that led to World War II.
 What were the geographical changes following
WWI.
 What styles and methods of fighting were used
in WWI.
 How technology advanced as the war carried on.
 How a moment of truce on the Eastern Front
became known as the Christmas Truce.
 How the Black Hand plotted to kill Archduke
Ferdinand.
 How secret alliances helped to divide Europe.

Students will understand…
 Identify and label the locations impacted by
Imperialism.
 Students will explain the many “isms” and
alliances the led to WWI.
 Students will explain how the styles of war had to
keep pace with new technologies.
 State how the failure of the Versailles Conference
led to the start of World War II.
 How nationalism helped spark WWI.

Unit Learning Targets (Objectives)
Students will know ...
 The geographic locations of countries impacted by imperialism.
 The events that pulled countries into WWI.
 The conflict between the style of warfare and new technology resulted in mass casualties and stalemate.
 List the causes of WWI.
 Identify the Allies and the Central Powers on a map.
 Identify the Eastern and Western Fronts along with the style of fighting on each front.
 The motivations and intentions of the Allies and Central Powers.
 The full scope of the punishments declared in the Treaty of Versailles.
 The organization of a League of Nations.
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Evidence of Learning
Formative Assessments
 Map Exercises
 Presentations
 Tests: essay, multiple choice, short answer,
map.






Creative Writing
Written and/or oral discussions
Research papers
Current event reports

Summative Assessments
 End of unit chapter tests.
 End of term/semester tests.
 Mid-unit quizzes
Evaluations may contain: multiple choice, true/false, short answer, essay, and visual identification.

Modifications (ELLs, Special Education, Gifted and Talented)
 Follow all IEP modifications/504 plans
Curriculum development Resources/Instructional Materials/Equipment Needed /Teacher Resources:

Textbook:
 Varies by school district
Internet based materials:
 Data bases
 Web lessons
 United Streaming
 Power Points
 Other educational domain materials
Video/DVD:
 Biography: Gavrillo Princip
 All Quiet on the Western Front
 The Lost Battalion
 War Horse
 History Channel: The Christmas Truce
 Biography: Vladimir Lenin
 PBS Biography: Gandhi

Teacher Notes:
These are guidelines for the teacher to use. There are many variations that can be used to customize the
lesson to each style of teaching.
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TOMS RIVER REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
Unit Overview
Content Area: Social Studies
Unit Title: The Great Depression and World War II (1920-1945)

Target Course/Grade Level: 12
Unit Summary: The worldwide economic depression combined with the Treaty of Versailles leads to the
rise of fascist governments and the beginning of World War Two. Unit will discuss how fascism became
popular in Italy and Germany and the motivations of the major world powers in deciding to participate in
the war.
Primary interdisciplinary connections: Different selections in English which apply to subject matter.
21st century themes: Examine the global economy and how countries involve themselves in foreign
events based upon their own national interests.

Learning Targets
Standards
CONTENT STANDARDS LINK: http://www.state.nj.us/education/aps/cccs/ss/
CPI #

Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)

6.2.12.A.4.a Explain the differences between socialism, communism, and fascism and explain
the reasons for their spread in Europe and Asia.
6.2.12.A.4.b Compare the rise of nationalism in China, Turkey, and India.
6.2.12.A.4.c Analyze the motivations, causes, and consequences of the genocides of Armenians,
Roma (gypsies), and Jews, as well as the mass exterminations of Ukrainians and
Chinese.
6.2.12.A.4.d Assess government responses to incidents of ethnic cleansing and genocide.
6.2.12.B.4.a

Determine the geographic impact of World War I by comparing and contrasting the
political boundaries of the world in 1914 and 1939.

6.2.12.B.4.b Determine how geography impacted military strategies and major turning points
during World War II.
6.2.12.B.4.c

Explain how the disintegration of the Ottoman empire and the mandate system led
to the creation of new nations in the Middle East.
6.2.12.B.4.d Explain the intended and unintended consequences of new national boundaries
established by the treaties that ended World War II.
6.2.12.C.4.a Analyze government responses to the Great Depression and their consequences,
including the growth of fascist, socialist, and communist movements and the
effects on capitalist economic theory and practice.
Compare and contrast World Wars I and II in terms of technological innovations
6.2.12.C.4.b (i.e., industrial production, scientific research, war tactics) and social impact (i.e.,
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6.2.12.C.4.c
6.2.12.C.4.d

6.2.12.D.4.a
6.2.12.D.4.b
6.2.12.D.4.c
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6.2.12.D.4.i
6.2.12.D.4.j
6.2.12.D.4.k

national mobilization, loss of life, and destruction of property).
Assess the short- and long-term demographic, social, economic, and environmental
consequences of the violence and destruction of the two World Wars.
Analyze the ways in which new forms of communication, transportation, and
weaponry affected relationships between governments and their citizens and
bolstered the power of new authoritarian regimes during this period.
Analyze the extent to which nationalism, industrialization, territory disputes,
imperialism, militarism, and alliances led to World War I.
Analyze the Treaty of Versailles and the League of Nations from the perspectives
of different nations.
Assess the causes of revolution in the 20th century (i.e., in Russia, China, India,
and Cuba), and determine the impact on global politics.
Analyze the extent to which the legacy of World War I, the global depression,
ethnic and ideological conflicts, imperialism, and traditional political or economic
rivalries caused World War II.
Compare how Allied countries responded to the expansionist actions of Germany
and Italy
Explain the role of colonial peoples in the war efforts of the Allies and the
Central/Axis Powers in both World Wars.
Analyze the role of racial bias, nationalism, and propaganda in mobilizing civilian
populations in support of “total war”.
Assess the extent to which world war, depression, nationalist ideology,
communism, and liberal democratic ideals contributed to the emergence of
movements for national self-rule or sovereignty in Africa and Asia.
Compare and contrast the actions of individuals as perpetrators, bystanders, and
rescuers during events of persecution or genocide, and describe the long-term
consequences of genocide for all involved.
Analyze how the social, economic, and political roles of women were transformed
during this time period.
Assess the cultural impact of World War I, the Great Depression, and World War
II by analyzing the values and social ideas in the arts.

Unit Essential Questions
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Unit Enduring Understandings

 What were the economic and financial practices
that led to fall of the economy?
 What social conditions permitted the rise of
dictators?
 How did countries move from a neutral stance
to participation in WWII?
 Why did the Allies win WWII?

Students will understand…
 Students will recognize potential abuses when
there are absolutely no government regulations
regarding the economy.
 Students will determine what the role of the federal
government is regarding the economy.
 Compare and contrast stimulus bills of the 21st
Century.
 Students will draw connections with how
governments dealt with hostile governments in the
1930’s with how they deal with hostile
governments today.

Unit Learning Targets (Objectives)
Students will know ...
 The events that permitted the rise of totalitarian regimes.
 Conclude the effectiveness of the Allies war strategy in regards to initiating the surrender of the Axis
powers.
 Explain the potential economic abuses by both industry as well as individuals in contributing to the
Stock Market Crash and the Great Depression.
 Identify locations of regimes on maps. Explain how the belief in ethnic/racial superiority led to
conquest and genocide.
 Explain how the failure of the League of Nations resulted in events spiraling to War in Europe.
 Explain how Germany lost and wasted resources through the invasion of Russia and the operation of
labor/concentration and death camps.
 What led to the use of the atomic bombs thus ending WWII?
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Evidence of Learning
Formative Assessments
 Map Exercises
 Presentations
 Tests: essay, multiple choice, short answer,
map.






Creative Writing
Written and/or oral discussions
Research papers
Current event reports

Summative Assessments
 End of unit chapter tests.
 End of term/semester tests.
 Mid-unit quizzes
Evaluations may contain: multiple choice, true/false, short answer, essay, and visual identification.

Modifications (ELLs, Special Education, Gifted and Talented)
 Follow all IEP modifications/504 plans
Curriculum development Resources/Instructional Materials/Equipment Needed /Teacher Resources:

Textbook:
 Varies by school district
Internet based materials:
 Data bases
 Web lessons
 United Streaming
 Power Points
 Other educational domain materials
Video/DVD:
 Memphis Belle
 History Channel: Fall of the Third Reich
 Nuremberg Trials
 Schindler’s List
 HBO’s Band of Brothers
 HBO’s The Pacific
 Saving Private Ryan
 HBO’s Black Rain

Teacher Notes:
These are guidelines for the teacher to use. There are many variations that can be used to customize the
lesson to each style of teaching.
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TOMS RIVER REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
Unit Overview
Content Area: Social Studies
Unit Title: The Cold War: Korea, Egypt, Cuba, and Vietnam (1946-1974)

Target Course/Grade Level: 12

Unit Summary:

This unit explores the development of the conflict between the US and the USSR
over land, resources and ideology. It focuses on Cold War conflicts throughout the world and the fear
presented by nuclear fallout.
Primary interdisciplinary connections: Different selections in English which apply to subject matter.
21st century themes: Current political conflicts throughout the world.

Learning Targets
Standards
CONTENT STANDARDS LINK: http://www.state.nj.us/education/aps/cccs/ss/
CPI #

Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)

6.2.12.A.5.a Explain how and why differences in ideologies and policies between the United
States and the USSR resulted in a cold war, the formation of new alliances (e.g.,
NATO, SEATO, Warsaw Pact), and periodic military clashes (e.g., Korean War,
conflicts in the Middle East).
6.2.12.A.5.b Analyze the structure and goals of the United Nations and evaluate the
organization’s ability to solve or mediate international conflicts.
6.2.12.A.5.c Explain how World War II led to aspirations for self-determination, and compare
and contrast the methods used by African and Asian countries to achieve
independence.
6.2.12.A.5.d Analyze the causes and consequences of mass killings (e.g., Cambodia, Rwanda,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Somalia, Sudan), and evaluate the responsibilities of the
world community in response to such events.
6.2.12.A.5.e Assess the progress of human and civil rights around the world since the 1948
U.N. Declaration of Human Rights.
6.2.12.B.5.a

Determine the impact of geography on decisions made by the Soviet Union and the
United States to expand and protect their spheres of influence.

6.2.12.B.5.b Analyze the reasons for the Cold War and the collapse of the Soviet Union, and
evaluate the impact of these events on changing national boundaries in Eastern
Europe and Asia.
6.2.12.B.5.c Determine the impact of migration on the way of life (e.g., social, economic, and
political structures) in countries of origin and in adopted countries.
Analyze post-independence struggles in South Asia, including the struggle over the
6.2.12.B.5.d
partitioning of the subcontinent into India and Pakistan, as well as later tensions
3/21/2016

6.2.12.B.5.e
6.2.12.C.5.a
6.2.12.C.5.b
6.2.12.C.5.c
6.2.12.C.5.d
6.2.12.C.5.e
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6.2.12.D.5.c

6.2.12.D.5.d

over Kashmir.
Assess the role of boundary disputes and limited natural resources as sources of
conflict.
Explain how and why Western European countries and Japan achieved rapid
economic recovery after World War II.
Compare and contrast free market capitalism, Western European democratic
socialism, and Soviet communism.
Assess the impact of the international arms race, the space race, and nuclear
proliferation on international politics from multiple perspectives.
Determine the challenges faced by developing nations in their efforts to compete in
a global economy.
Assess the reasons for and consequences of the growth of communism and shift
toward a market economy in China.
Assess the impact of the European Union on member nations and other nations.
Evaluate the role of the petroleum industry in world politics, the global economy,
and the environment.
Relate the lingering effects of colonialism to the efforts of Latin American,
African, and Asian nations to build stable economies and national identities.
Assess the impact of Gandhi’s methods of civil disobedience and passive
resistance in India, and determine how his methods were later used by people from
other countries.
Assess the influence of television, the Internet, and other forms of electronic
communication on the creation and diffusion of cultural and political information,
worldwide.
Analyze how feminist movements and social conditions have affected the lives of
women in different parts of the world, and evaluate women’s progress toward
social equality, economic equality, and political equality in various countries.

Unit Essential Questions
 What were the geopolitical changes in the
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Unit Enduring Understandings
Students will understand…

postwar period in the world?
 How post-war geographical reorganization is oft
 How did the Cold War become “hot” wars in
times determined with little regard to future
Korea and Vietnam?
political relationships.
 How did French involvement and Japanese
 What responsibilities do certain countries assume
aggression in Southeast Asia lead to the
in their position as world super powers?
Vietnam War?
 How intervention in foreign affairs leads to
 How did Ho Chi Minh become a popular
military conflict.
leader in North Vietnam?
 How war-time industries affect future economic,
 How did the Chinese assist the North Koreans
technological and social structures.
in the Korean War?
 How did Cuban and Soviet relations heighten
Cold War tensions.
Unit Learning Targets (Objectives)
Students will know ...
 How to construct and analyze maps to increase understanding of the Cold War.
 The different political ideologies involved in the Cold War and their adverse effects on international
politics and the home front.
 How the domino theory dictated US involvement in foreign affairs.
 The fear that permeated due to the spread of Communism in Asia and Europe.
 The intense competition between the US and Soviet Union in politics, sports, and the space race.
 Identify the main goals of the superpowers in the postwar period and to explain why those goals were in
conflict.
 The different political ideologies involved in the Cold War.
 The concepts of competing political ideologies and the adverse effects on international politics.
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Evidence of Learning
Formative Assessments
 Map Exercises
 Presentations
 Tests: essay, multiple choice, short answer,
map.






Creative Writing
Written and/or oral discussions
Research papers
Current event reports

Summative Assessments
 End of unit chapter tests.
 End of term/semester tests.
 Mid-unit quizzes
Evaluations may contain: multiple choice, true/false, short answer, essay, and visual identification.

Modifications (ELLs, Special Education, Gifted and Talented)
 Follow all IEP modifications/504 plans
Curriculum development Resources/Instructional Materials/Equipment Needed /Teacher Resources:

Textbook:
 Varies by school district
Internet based materials:
 Data bases
 Web lessons
 United Streaming
 Power Points
 Other educational domain materials
Video/DVD:
 K19: Widowmaker
 Red Dawn
 Thirteen Days
 Biography: Kennedy and The Cold War
 Biography: Ernesto ‘Che’ Guevara

Teacher Notes:
These are guidelines for the teacher to use. There are many variations that can be used to customize the
lesson to each style of teaching.

TOMS RIVER REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
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Unit Overview
Content Area: Social Studies
Unit Title: Economic Globalization and the End of the Cold War (1975-2000)

Target Course/Grade Level: 12
Unit Summary: The purpose of this unit is to examine the issues surrounding the disintegration of the
Soviet Union and explore the advantages and disadvantages of the new global economy. Students will
apply the lessons learned throughout the year to analyze current political, social, economic and cultural
challenges throughout the world.

Primary interdisciplinary connections: Different selections in English which apply to subject matter.
21st century themes: The dramatic changes in the post-Cold War era and current economic and political
challenges.

Learning Targets
Standards
CONTENT STANDARDS LINK: http://www.state.nj.us/education/aps/cccs/ss/
CPI #

Cumulative Progress Indicator (CPI)

6.2.12.A.5.a Explain how and why differences in ideologies and policies between the United
States and the USSR resulted in a cold war, the formation of new alliances (e.g.,
NATO, SEATO, Warsaw Pact), and periodic military clashes (e.g., Korean War,
conflicts in the Middle East).
6.2.12.A.5.b Analyze the structure and goals of the United Nations and evaluate the
organization’s ability to solve or mediate international conflicts.
6.2.12.A.5.c Explain how World War II led to aspirations for self-determination, and compare
and contrast the methods used by African and Asian countries to achieve
independence.
6.2.12.A.5.d Analyze the causes and consequences of mass killings (e.g., Cambodia, Rwanda,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Somalia, Sudan), and evaluate the responsibilities of the
world community in response to such events.
6.2.12.A.5.e Assess the progress of human and civil rights around the world since the 1948
U.N. Declaration of Human Rights.
6.2.12.B.5.a

Determine the impact of geography on decisions made by the Soviet Union and the
United States to expand and protect their spheres of influence.

6.2.12.B.5.b Analyze the reasons for the Cold War and the collapse of the Soviet Union, and
evaluate the impact of these events on changing national boundaries in Eastern
Europe and Asia.
6.2.12.B.5.c Determine the impact of migration on the way of life (e.g., social, economic, and
political structures) in countries of origin and in adopted countries.
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6.2.12.B.5.d

6.2.12.B.5.e
6.2.12.C.5.a
6.2.12.C.5.b
6.2.12.C.5.c
6.2.12.C.5.d
6.2.12.C.5.e
6.2.12.C.5.f
6.2.12.C.5.g
6.2.12.D.5.a
6.2.12.D.5.b
6.2.12.D.5.c
6.2.12.D.5.d

6.2.12.A.6.a
6.2.12.A.6.b

6.2.12.A.6.c
6.2.12.A.6.d
6.2.12.B.6.a
6.2.12.C.6.a
6.2.12.C.6.b
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Analyze post-independence struggles in South Asia, including the struggle over the
partitioning of the subcontinent into India and Pakistan, as well as later tensions
over Kashmir.
Assess the role of boundary disputes and limited natural resources as sources of
conflict.
Explain how and why Western European countries and Japan achieved rapid
economic recovery after World War II.
Compare and contrast free market capitalism, Western European democratic
socialism, and Soviet communism.
Assess the impact of the international arms race, the space race, and nuclear
proliferation on international politics from multiple perspectives.
Determine the challenges faced by developing nations in their efforts to compete in
a global economy.
Assess the reasons for and consequences of the growth of communism and shift
toward a market economy in China.
Assess the impact of the European Union on member nations and other nations.
Evaluate the role of the petroleum industry in world politics, the global economy,
and the environment.
Relate the lingering effects of colonialism to the efforts of Latin American,
African, and Asian nations to build stable economies and national identities.
Assess the impact of Gandhi’s methods of civil disobedience and passive
resistance in India, and determine how his methods were later used by people from
other countries.
Assess the influence of television, the Internet, and other forms of electronic
communication on the creation and diffusion of cultural and political information,
worldwide.
Analyze how feminist movements and social conditions have affected the lives of
women in different parts of the world, and evaluate women’s progress toward
social equality, economic equality, and political equality in various countries.
Evaluate the role of international cooperation and multinational organizations in
attempting to solve global issues.
Analyze the relationships and tensions between national sovereignty and global
interest in matters such as territory, economic development, use of natural
resources, and human rights.
Analyze why terrorist movements have proliferated, and evaluate their impact on
governments, individuals, and societies.
Assess the effectiveness of responses by governments and international
organizations to tensions resulting from ethnic, territorial, religious, and/or
nationalist differences.
Determine the global impact of increased population growth, migration, and
changes in urban-rural populations on natural resources and land use.
Evaluate efforts of governmental, nongovernmental, and international
organizations to address economic imbalances and social inequalities.
Compare and contrast demographic trends in industrialized and developing
nations, and evaluate the potential impact of these trends on the economy, political

stability, and use of resources.
Assess the role government monetary policies, central banks, international
investment, and exchange rates play in maintaining stable regional and global
economies.
Determine how the availability of scientific, technological, and medical advances
6.2.12.C.6.d impacts the quality of life in different countries.
6.2.12.D.6.a Assess the role of increased personal and business electronic communications in
creating a “global” culture, and evaluate the impact on traditional cultures and
values.
6.2.12.C.6.c

Unit Essential Questions
Unit Enduring Understandings
Students will understand…
 What forces contributed to end the Cold War
and the fall of Communism in the Soviet Union
 Why the Middle East had the high level of control
and in Eastern Europe?
on the world economy.
 What are the geopolitical and economic interests  How the collapse of communist Europe affected
that have made the Middle East of strategic
world politics and the world economy.
importance to the world?
 How to evaluate what the future might hold by
 What are some modern day examples of
analyzing the events of the 20th century.
genocide?
 What role did Nelson Mandela play in uniting
South Africa after apartheid?
Unit Learning Targets (Objectives)
Students will know ...
 How to read and gather information from primary and secondary sources.
 The effects of technology on society and it lasting impact.
 Evaluate the global interdependence of nations in the areas of environment, disarmament and energy.
 Demonstrate how the post-Cold War restructuring has impacted the world.
 Identify how the world’s economic interests influence its foreign policy.
 The chronology of terrorism throughout the world in the 20th century.
 How South Africa ended the discriminatory policy known as apartheid.
 How the breakup of the Soviet Union caused tension in Eastern Europe.
 The organization and mass killings by the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia.
 How tension in the Middle East over the creation of Israel and previous imperialistic approaches by
Western nations has led to war.
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Evidence of Learning
Formative Assessments
 Map Exercises
 Presentations
 Tests: essay, multiple choice, short answer,
map.






Creative Writing
Written and/or oral discussions
Research papers
Current event reports

Summative Assessments
 End of unit chapter tests.
 End of term/semester tests.
 Mid-unit quizzes
Evaluations may contain: multiple choice, true/false, short answer, essay, and visual identification.

Modifications (ELLs, Special Education, Gifted and Talented)
 Follow all IEP modifications/504 plans
Curriculum development Resources/Instructional Materials/Equipment Needed /Teacher Resources:

Textbook:
 Varies by school district
Internet based materials:
 Data bases
 Web lessons
 United Streaming
 Power Points
 Other educational domain materials
Video/DVD:
 Invictus
 Munich
 ESPN 30 for 30: Once Brothers
 Argo
 How the Beatles Rocked the Kremlin
 Charlie Wilson’s War
 Kids React: The Eighties

Teacher Notes:
These are guidelines for the teacher to use. There are many variations that can be used to customize the
lesson to each style of teaching.
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